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The world of personal investing is

flooded with a bewildering mix of half-

truths and, in many cases, conflicts of

interest. Even worse, the vast majority of

people are ill-equipped to navigate the

muddy waters of investing, so they turn

to a financial advisor who has little

investment management training on

structuring financial portfolios to

minimize risks and maximize returns. As

a result of this, we formed Chapwood

Investments with the initial purpose of

helping people interpret what they have in their current portfolios, how to statistically evaluate the benefit of it and, if

needed, how to fix any ine�iciencies and waste that are present.

We believe the waste most people have in their portfolios creates unnecessary volatility and in most cases reduces

returns. The investment calculators on this site were created so you can determine the waste in your current portfolio.

Then, you will be able to understand what you should expect from your current financial advisor.

Chapwood Investments has created an Investment Forensics Toolbox containing numerous Portfolio Analytical

Calculators that are designed to help you evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of your current financial portfolio. The

Toolbox is designed specifically to help you gain clarity on what you currently possess, and what type of downside risk is

embedded in your current allocations.

The cornerstone of the Investment Forensic Toolbox is focusing on the 8 most important financial analytics in

evaluating a portfolio.

O�entimes, investors want to know if their current financial advisor understands what is important in portfolio

management and if they are knowledgeable enough to manage their portfolios. We have listed four key questions to ask

your current financial advisor along with the correct responses. We encourage you to go to this section and give your

current financial advisor a little quiz to determine if they have the correct understanding of portfolio management and

how to measure risk. Many wealth management advisors claim to care about you, but do they actually know what they

are really doing? If they answer the questions correctly, then you are in good hands. If they do not answer them correctly,

then it might be time to find a new financial advisor.

Lastly, because most clients are not aware of what they should expect from the relationship with their advisors, we have

included a list that outlines the basics of a client-advisor relationship.

Ed Butowsky And Chapwood InvestmentsEd Butowsky And Chapwood Investments
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Latest Vlog News

Watch This and Then Decide
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/vlog/watch-
this-and-then-decide/)

Interpret the Stock Market Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in Dallas
and managing partner of Chapwood Investments, LLC, explains in...

Read More   (http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/vlog/watch-

this-and-then-decide/)
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This Usually Tells Us the Strength of the World
Economy
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/vlog/this-
usually-tells-us-the-strength-of-the-world-
economy/)

10 Year T Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in Dallas and managing
partner of Chapwood Investments, LLC, discusses the direction...

Read More   (http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/vlog/this-

usually-tells-us-the-strength-of-the-world-economy/)
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Don’t Believe the Hype on China Trade A
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.co
believe-the-hype-on-china-trade-agree

China Trade Deal Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
managing partner of Chapwood Investments, LLC, disc
China...

Read More   (http://www.chapwoodinvestments.c

believe-the-hype-on-china-trade-agreement/)
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Talking Business on i24 News
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24
news/talking-business-on-i24-news/)

Talking Business with Ed Butowsky Ed Butowsky, top
wealth manager in Dallas and managing partner of
Chapwood Investments, LLC, talks...

Read More 
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Trump to Meet Xi Amid Escalating Trade
Tension
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24
news/trump-to-meet-xi-amid-escalating-
trade-tension/)

Trump to Meet Xi Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investments,
LLC, discusses Trump...

Read More 
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Trump to Press China on Trade During G20
Summit
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/media
center/trump-to-press-china-on-trade-during-
g20-summit/)

Trump and G20 Summit Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investments, LLC,
discusses G20...

Read More 
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Google Suspends Android OS License To
Huawei
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24
news/google-suspends-android-os-license-
to-huawei/)

Ed Appears on i24 Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investments,
LLC, discusses on...

Read More 
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US Markets on a Three Day Winning Streak
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24
news/us-markets-on-a-three-day-winning-
streak/)

Ed Appears on i24 Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investments,
LLC, reviews the...

Read More 
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US-China Trade War Causing Anxiety in the
Heartland
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24
news/us-china-trade-war-causing-anxiety-
in-the-heartland/)

Ed Appears on i24 Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investments,
LLC, discusses the...

Read More 
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China Trade Fears Drive Down Stocks
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24
news/china-trade-fears-drive-down-
stocks/)

Ed Appears on i24 Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investments,
LLC, discusses the...

Read More 
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Would You Board a Boeing 737 Max 8
Today?
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24
news/would-you-board-a-boeing-737-max-
8-today/)

Would You Board a Boeing 737 Max 8? Ed Butowsky, top
wealth manager in Dallas and managing partner of
Chapwood...

Read More 
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Is President Trump Losing To China?
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news/is-president-trump-losing-to-china/)

Trump Losing To China Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investments,
LLC, discusses whether...

Read More 
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Global Markets Rise on Trade War
Breakthrough
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/i24-
news/global-markets-rise-on-trade-war-
breakthrough/)

Global Markets RiseEd Butowsky, top wealth manager in
Dallas and managing partner of Chapwood Investment, LLC,
explains how and...

Read More 
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What Weapons Will China Use Against the U.S.
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/media
center/what-weapons-will-china-use-against-
the-u-s/)

Ed Butowsky appears on i24 News.President Xi delivered a
keynote speech at a trade expo in Shanghai and in...

Read More 
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Big Storm Clouds Are Forming
(http://www.chapwoodinvestments.com/media
center/big-storm-clouds-are-forming/)

Ed Butowsky, top wealth manager in Dallas and managing
partner of Chapwood Investment, LLC, explains that there are
too...

Read More 
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We are not your typical investment firm. We provide expert financial advice to both individuals and businesses. With decades of
experience we’ll ensure that you’re always getting the best guidance from the most professional company in the industry.
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